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A
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A
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LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT
Like many teams, high ambitions are set and big goals plan to be achieved, however at the end of the
term, we tend to fall short of the result we wanted. As a generation, we understood that when this problem arises, it’s not about challenging the strategy, but instead, challenging the execution of the project,
as Henry Ford once said “vision without execution is just hallucination.” This is why for the 18.19 term,
we set out to tackle three core areas of our organisation the would help us achieve our vision through
execution. We did this by focusing on our membership, the products we offer and most importantly, the
culture we foster inside the organisation.

“Vision without execution
is just hallucination.”
- Henry Ford

In any organisation, our most valuable asset are our membership, the volunteers that give up their own
time to help with the fight to achieve our organisations goal of “peace and fulfilment of humankind’s
potential.” So to better equip them, we set out to revamp our conference cycle, which added another
membership conference in March, focused solely on skills development. Additionally, we actively sought
out to improve the experience of our members by giving them clarity in the opportunities avail- able
to them and by inviting like-minded organisations to help equip them with transferrable skills. With our
membership regularly diversifying, there is a continuous battle in retaining both knowledge and skills. To
approach this challenge, we took a stand to create an external database of materials. This means that all
future members can access the same information and can constantly work on their personal growth and
development.
With our membership being supported, we shifted our focus on improving the products and services we
offer to expand our reach and impact. To do this, we developed a tool that provides clarity and guidance
on how each local chapter can grow in their products’ performance by focusing on core areas, such as
structure, education, international relations and strategic focus. On top of this, we adapt- ed our reporting systems in order to provide more accurate and specific information for each team to know exactly
what improvements to make, while also remaining to have access to all relevant information to discuss
within their teams. These internal improvements were complimented with our investments
to work with external providers to improve our overall market reach, alongside improving the customer
experience through refreshing our user interface on our website.
None of this would’ve brought any impact if we didn’t try to tackle the most challenging of them all,
adapting a culture that helps to drive growth and performance. What this meant was both the national
team and local executive teams adjusting their weekly routine in tracking and meetings to the Four Disciplines of Execution methodology, constantly focusing on the elements we can control and reward- ing
the right behaviours of being proactive, ambitious and charged up with enthusiasm. Furthermore,
we understood the importance that conferences provide, not only for the training given, but also the
environment each member of AIESEC is exposed to. This is why we pushed each national touchpoint to
be something unforgettable, where they could feel proud of being part of something bigger than themselves.
Looking back on the year that has past, it is incredible to see the growth not only in myself, but all those
around me. There are very few moments in time that will push you far past what you’re comfort- able
with yet provide you with a strong support system. Therefore, I feel honoured for being given this opportunity to lead and shape this generation for AIESEC UK.
For this, I want to thank all those involved, the Board of Directors, my national team, the local committee
presidents, local executive teams, all the volunteers and like minded organisations for all your dedication
and commitment throughout the previous term. I wish the 19.20 generation all the best for the year
ahead and I know that AIESEC UK remains to be in great hands.

David Boyd
Member Committee President of AIESEC UK 18.19
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OUR PRESENCE IN THE UK

THE 18.19 NATIONAL DIRECTION
ABERDEEN
BIRMINGHAM

OUR 15 LOCAL COMMITTEES

BRISTOL
CARDIFF

As MC Volt, our aim was to power the core of AIESEC UK to be the best it has ever been. To do this, we
envisioned three key behaviours to empower the entity: ambition, proactivity and charge. These behaviours were further driven through the execution for five MC projects throughout the year.

AMBITION

PROACTIVITY

CHARGE

EDINBURGH
GLASGOW
KCL
LEEDS
LSE
MANCHESTER
NOTTINGHAM
SHEFFIELD
SOUTHAMPTON
UCL
WARWICK

GROWTH PATHS & MEMBERSHIP DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME
Building from the previous year’s aim to improve our product and people, we introduced two focal projects in the first semester. To enable our membership to understand how to grow their products at local
level, the Product Growth path project was built. Through this project, we educated our local committees
on how to enhance their operational strategy, human resources and international relations capacity to
mature their product. Additionally, the Membership Development Programme project was devised to
further assist the key points of the AIESEC UK membership journey in an effort to understand how to
extend the lifespan of the average AIESEC UK member.

4DX, SALES ACADEMY & EDUCATION HUB
In the following semester, our focus shifted to enhance the management capacity, practical skills and educational content of AIESEC UK and its entities. This saw the creation of three projects: the implementation of 4 Disciplines of Execution (4DX) methodology, Sales Academy and the Education Hub. The 4DX
project saw us enabling our Local Committees to align their plans for the year towards their overall goals
through systems of routine and accountability. Furthermore, educational modules offering practical content on sales skills were provided to drive the LC’s summer peak operations. This culminated at EXTRA
conference in March. This physical touchpoint was introduced for the first time to provide our Executive
Boards, Team Leaders and membership with the relevant skills to drive summer peak operations and
manage their teams. Within the agenda were three training blocks: Train the Sellers, Train the Marketers
and Train the Trainers. Moreover, the Education Hub was built to provide our network with a platform to
access material from Sales Academy as well as later access content from newly set up functional hubs.
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OUR 18.19 YEAR
JUL | INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS

JAN | EXECUTIVE BOARD CONFERENCE

After transition, most of MC 18.19 headed to the 2019 International Conference
in Egypt. We attended with a delegation of twelve, including eight members of the
national team and four Local Committee Presidents. Our delegation took part in the
global strategic direction and the in World’s Largest Lesson, educating young people in Hurghada about the United Nations' Sustainable Development Goals.

MC Volt kicked off 2019 in Bath conducting replanning and getting ready for summer peak! The last weekened of the month was spent in Cedar Court at the Executive Board Conference, in which we not only said goodbye to the 18.19 EB Generation, but elected the Member Committee President for the 19.20 term!

AUG | FIRST MONTH AS MC VOLT
Our team started our term on the first of August and commenced our first month
in our new roles as MC Volt. It was an exciting start to our term, getting used to the
office and new way of life, finding out more about one another and celebrating our
first team birthdays! The recruitment campaign was launched this month and all of
the National Support Team was inducted as well.

February was the first month of operations for our new 19.20 Executive Boards.
They wrapped up recruitment and, together with their new members, started
operations for summer peak! Rebecca and David went to International Presidents’
Meeting in Tunisia to represent AIESEC UK in the Global Plenary.

SEP | PRESIDENT’S MEETING

MAR | MEMBER CONFERENCE

In September, the university term started and we saw our local leaders returning
to the UK from all over the world. Our team took our first trip north to deliver the
September Presidents’ Meeting in Glasgow. Just one week later we hosted the
first-ever Management Summit in London where Vice Presidents and Team Leaders
came together to learn more about what it means to manage a team.

In March, we introduced a new conference called EXTRA (Exchange Training). Over
the course of three days, we hosted Train the Trainers, Train the Sellers and Train
the Marketers to “Level Up” our operations. Thank you to our alumni who delivered
impactful sessions! We went straight from EXTRA into operations, with the National
Team visiting our Local Committees all over the country to boost performance.

OCT | MAXIS & YOUTH FEST
Held in Warwick, MAXIS included sessions, an external day and a Global Village.
Delegates brought traditional clothing, food and performances from all over the
world. The external day was very impactful thanks to AIESEC UK’s partners. Four
UK delegates also attended the first-ever Youth Fest in Bahrain where AIESEC was
invovled in establishing the World Record for the biggest World’s Largest Lesson!

APR | ENDGAME WEEK & TEAM DAYS
In April, we were well on our way to Summer Peak and to add to operations, we
hosted “Endgame Week” in the national office. Local Committee Presidents, Local
Vice Presidents, Team Leaders and members from all over the country came to the
office for a week-long sprint of contacting potential exchange particicpants. MC
Volt ended the month with team days in the beautiful Isle of Wight.

NOV | COACHING VISITS

MAY | OUTGOING PREPARATION SEMINARS

In November, MC Volt hit the road visiting Local Committees all across the country
to drive local operations. Penni and Ashreet jetted off to the Czech Republic for the
Talent Management and Finance Summit and David attended the CEO Summit in
Slovakia. Elections for the new Executive Board members were also conducted.

Before all of our exchange participants headed off across the world on their projects, we helped our Local Committees deliver Outgoing Preparation Seminars.
These spaces helped educate exchange participants on what to expect during their
projects and to kick-start their leadership development.

DEC | PRESIDENT’S MEETING & TEAM DAYS
December was a busy month for MC Volt. We kicked things off with Winter Presidents’ Meeting in Sheffield with all current and elect Local Committee Presidents.
Some of us went on coaching visits to support the newly elected Executive Boards.
Anais, Becca and PJ headed off to Operations Summit in Prague and MC Volt
rounded out 2018 by having team days in snowy Stockholm.
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FEB | INTERNATIONAL PRESIDENT’S MEETING

JUN | NATIONAL SUMMER CONFERENCE
June marked the month in which the elected National Team arrived in London.
Team-to-team transition was conducted by the 18.19 team, followed by the annual
boat party. Both current and elect teams delivered National Summer Conference in
Wakefield with the objective of assisting the Executive Boards and Team Leaders
deliver exceptional exchanges and to plan for the second halves of their terms.
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FINANCIAL STATE

OUR GLOBAL PRESENCE

This year was the first that the finance function was established independently on the national team
of AIESEC UK, previously being an additional responsibility of the President. With budgeting and financial
planning, the approach for the year has been to stabilise our Access Tier 5 business line and encourage
investments into the network for developing leadership and performance. The formulation of an investment-friendly budget was built on the foundation of AIESEC UK generating surplus for the past 2-3
years. Areas that saw major change and focus this year were Conferences, Debtors and Internal Accounts
Management.

MAIN INVESTMENTS

CONTRIBUTION TO GLOBAL PROJECTS

#1 CONFERENCES BUDGET
As a conversation that was taken forward from the previous term, conferences had become expensive
for the membership. In an effort to tackle this concern, the conference budget for the year was increased
by 30% with a focus on subsidies and an additional annual fund of £8,000 set up under the Finance
Subcommitee to be utilised when necessary.

#2 INCOMING GLOBAL TALENT
Being a product showing growth and potential over the past two years, Incoming Global Talent was one
of the prime products in terms of investments for this year. We invested £5,400 for outsourcing attration
partly to a telemarketing service. We invested another £4,800 in hiring an external to fill the HR gap in
Q3. We also invested £5,000 with AIESEC International in promoting our partner, Next Jump.

#3 OUTGOING GLOBAL VOLUNTEER
Since Outgoing Global Volunteer is our focus product nationally, investments were made across more
diverse areas. These included: online advertising and utilising Instagram influencers for Brand Advocacy.
Futhermore, we invested in the End Game Campaign to improve our conversion rate from sign-ups to
applied.

STATEMENT OF INCOME & EXPENDITURE
18.19 FORECAST

17.18

16.17

INCOME
Business Development

£0

£7,000

£19,743

Exchange

£247,215

£303,689

£258,034

Other Projects

£458,370

£480,057

£395,949

Total

£705,585

£790,746

£673,726

EXPENDITURE
Youth Training
& Development

£60,088

£69,486

£65,100

Internship Programme
Management

£108,766

£88,032

£35,380

Other Projects

£31,373

£42,117

£52,911

Financial & Admin

£589,598

£515,209

£375,017

Total

£789,825

£714,844

£528,408

BALANCE
-£84,240
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As an organisation, AIESEC has a global presence with a network of chapters based in 120+ countries
and territories. As AIESEC UK, we understand that the organisation can only progress if each chapter is
working towards one direction and throughout our history AIESEC UK has been known for contributing
to the global organisation on many levels. The 18.19 term was no exception to this and below we have
outlined a few types of contribution that have been given over the past year.

£75,902

£145,318

Every year there are projects that need to be completed to help AIESEC progress towards its mid-term
ambition of becoming a Youth Leadership Movement by 2020. In the 18.19 term there was a large focus
on improving three main areas of the organisation, these were first starting with our products and making
sure we’re constantly taking steps to become a more customer centric organisation. The next was focusing on our membership, to ensure equipping them with all the necessary skills and tools to be able to
develop themselves into young leaders, alongside giving them a clear path on how they can continue to
grow through the organisation. One major focus was placed on how we collect and interpret data from
our membership, in order to make better informed decisions. And lastly, to focus on our financial and
legalities, this way we can ensure that we remain sustainable as an organisation and adhering to all legal
requirements needed to become even more relevant in today's society. AIESEC UK accepted the commitment to improve these three main areas through the following projects
- Customer Experience for Youth
- Customer Experience for Partners
- Talent Management Process Implementation
- Financial Standards Implementation
In addition to this, we were awarded the opportunity to develop our “Membership Development” project,
ensuring that our efforts to rebrand our membership programme could be utilised for global scale research to create a unified recruitment process for all entities. We also took on the challenge to constantly assess our systems and processes through the “Lean Customer Experience” project, where we tested
different features to help provide a more seamless experience for potential customers.

UK MEMBERS IN THE GLOBAL PLENARY
We are extremely proud to see the development of the young leaders that decided to continue their
leadership journey after finishing their experience in AIESEC UK. In 18.19 we have seen AIESEC UK
represented abroad by:
Juan Sebastian Moscoso Paloma (MCVP iGV 17.18) - Czech Republic National Team
James Pendleton (MCVP oGET 16.17) - Europe Regional Office
Linh Le - (LCVP & NST) Czech Republic National Team
Larissa van der Feen (MCVP BD 17.18) - Netherlands National Team
Wilson Wei Lim (NST) – Sweden National Team
We are happy to see the trend continue and we wish all the people that will be continuing their journey
the best of luck. These courageous individuals are:
Maria Claudia Grau Martinez (MCVP PD 18.19) - AIESEC International
Aicha Daneliuc (LCP Manchester 18.19) - AIESEC Romania
Noelle Guirola (MCVP MKT 18.19) - AIESEC International
Rares Man (MCVP MKT 17.18) - AIESEC International
Juan Sebastian Moscoso Paloma (MCVP iGV 17.18) - Czech Republic Member Committee President
Wilson Wei Lim – Albania Member Committee President
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“Through AIESEC, I developed a lot of different
skills, like time management, and also learned to
motivate myself in challenging times. This allowed
me to grow both personally and professionally and
has made me more proactive in my daily life.”

A

Gabriel Owusu

A

Local Committee VP of Talent Management, AIESEC in Nottingham
& Organising Committee President of Executive Board Conference 2019

CHAPTER
TWO

OUR PEOPLE

OUR MEMBERSHIP IN NUMBERS
285

NATIONALITIES
The 18.19 MC term was a year of continuity and stability for our people processes. Having established
much of the base people process during the previous year, the focus turned to performance management and making data driven decisions within Talent Management. This year’s challenge was how to
drive a mindset of goal achievement within the organisation and to the wider membership as well as designing a performance management process to be implemented by our leadership teams across the UK.

160

MEMBERS

23% BRITISH

MEMBERS

RECRUITED

RECRUITED

IN AUTUMN

5% MALAYSIAN
10% CHINESE

803

5% INDIAN

IN WINTER
APPLICATIONS

TO JOIN AIESEC

HIGHLIGHTS
PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
The Personal Development Plan was evolved to measure both the professional and personal performance of of our membership. We designed the experience in a way that the competencies gained
could be reflected in the work of our members. We held a Management Summit catered to our
Leadership Teams to deliver training on talent development and performance management. The introduction of 9-Box provided direction for Leadership Teams on how to better develop their people
to better perform. We began to track the HR process locally to ensure that all entities were engaging
their membership in the best way possible
MEMBER ENGAGEMENT & PEOPLE DATA
We placed greater emphasis on drawing data & feedback from the network through our National
Monthly Engagement Survey. We recieved a 73% response rate upon launch and thus were able to
start tracking member NPS and goal achievement. The Survey informed one of the biggest initiatives
we introduced in second semester which was our "Endgame" Campaign, a 4 day sprint where the
network joined the National Team to contact over 2500 customers. We also used data from the Engagement Survey to determine AIESEC's perception in the plenary to form the basis for the Recruitment Campaign for the 19.20 term In total we collected over 560 responses for the 2nd semester.
CONFERENCE CYCLE CHANGES
One of the biggest projects we had in the year was adapting our National Conference Cycle to align
with the two year timeline shift that ended the previous year. We introduced two touchpoints, a
Management Summit geared towards our Team Leaders and Vice Presidents as well as a conference
in March called "EXTRA", an Exchange Training conference geared towards driving summer peak
operations through Sales training, Marketing training & Facilitation training. In an effort to structure
& centralise our education, we opened the AIESEC UK Education Hub at www.aiesecukhub.com and
launched our Sales Academy course as the first education block.
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30% OTHER SOCIAL SCIENCES

20% BUSINESS & MANAGEMENT

16% ECONOMICS

11% SCIENCES

445
MEMBERS

RECRUITED

BACKGROUNDS

“A key learning from my VP experience of the 18.19 term
was being able to work together as a local committee to
achieve our 20 exchanges; synergy played a vital role in
this. Making me realise the importance of Talent Management, and other functions how they intersect with each
other. AIESEC aided me locally and nationally, to gain
leadership qualities I would not have been able to achieve
in any other organisation, or at my university. Being able to
practise my public speaking skills at the Train the Trainers
conference will leave an everlasting impact on me. I look
forward to carrying on and strengthening my skills AIESEC
provided me.”
Magdalena Orlowska

Local Committee VP of Talent Management, AIESEC in Cardiff

54%

MEMBER RETENTION
IN THE 1ST SEMESTER

LEVEL
OF

MEMBER RETENTION
IN THE 2ND SEMESTER

80%

74%

HR PROCESS IMPLEMENTATION

24% SECOND YEAR

5% THIRD YEAR

STUDY

54

52% FIRST YEAR

9% FINAL YEAR
10% POSTGRADUATE

TEAM LEADERS

ELECTED IN THE 19.20 TERM
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ACHIEVEMENTS

BRAND AWARENESS

EXECUTIVE BOARD CONFERENCE

This year we focused on strengthening and expanding our brand’s reach. We experimented with digital
channels to promote our products and we set up systems that allowed us to provide a smoother transition for our customers throughout the funnel.

JANUARY 2019

Best LC: AIESEC in Manchester
Most Improved LC: AIESEC in Nottingham
Excellence in oGV: AIESEC in Manchester
Excellence in oGE/oGT: AIESEC in Nottingham
Excellence in iGT: AIESEC in UCL
Excellence in TM: AIESEC in Aberdeen
Excellence in Finance: AIESEC in Manchester
TL of the Year: Dylan Bowater, AIESEC in
Nottingham
oGV Member of the Year: Jamie Hau, AIESEC in
UCL
oGE/oGT Member of the Year: Vivienne Julie
Berg, AIESEC in UCL
iGT Member of the Year: Harish Vatsen, AIESEC in
LSE

SOCIAL MEDIA
This year we put again a lot of effort into content marketing. We focused on creating and sharing content that showcases the experiences of our exchange participants. As well we prioritised the promotion
of our country partners and we worked in creating short term campaigns that will allows us to engage
our customers and create results faster. We utilised Discount Campaigns like Black Friday and Boxing
Day.
We also put emphasis on aligning our digital operations with our physical activations making sure we are
communicating consistently the same message through out all our channels.

81,000+ Likes

NATIONAL STRATEGIC CONFERENCE

2,100+ Followers

JUNE 2019

oGV Achievement: AIESEC in UCL
oGV Growth: AIESEC in Bristol
oGE/oGT Achievement: AIESEC in Nottingham
oGE/oGT Growth: AIESEC in Edinburgh
iGT Achievement: AIESEC in LSE
iGT Growth: AIESEC in UCL
TM Achievement: AIESEC in Nottingham

Finance Achievement: AIESEC in Nottingham
Team Member Award: Mengke Wang, AIESEC in
Nottingham
TL Award: Skye Feng, AIESEC in Nottingham
EB Member Award: Catalina Andreea
Georgescu, AIESEC in Manchester

RECRUITMENT CAMPAIGN

TALENT ATTRACTION
After conducting membership interviews and
collecting feedback from externals, we identified that we needed to rebrand our membership
recruitment strategy. Our “#JoinAIESEC” campaign
focused on telling the stories of four members of
AIESEC UK, sharing how their experiences helped
them to develop themselves personally and professionally and how it allowed them to create a
connection with like-minded individuals. When it
came to the visuals of the campaign, we wanted to
keep it as raw as possible so the focus was on the
story of our four members, which allowed people
to better connect with AIESEC as an organisation.
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PLATFORMS
We focused aligning our national website visually to the global website in order to avoid any customer
misunderstandings. Making the customer experience easy and personalised were the reasons we decided
to improve our lead nurturing systems. Increasing the conversion rates at each step of the funnel was
supported by our nationally-led email lead nurturing system through Get Response. This platform not
only supported the customer experience, but also allowed us to promote campaigns and send call-to-actions directly to our customers.

EXCHANGE CAMPAIGNS
Short-term campaigns were one of the main strategies for digital marketing. In the winter semester
we implemented short-term campaigns focused on discounts like the “Black Friday” campaign and the
“Boxing Day” campaign. We took a different approach for the summer. After running a co-creation
space with the network at our national conference in March, we created our summer peak campaign,
“The Time is Now.” This campaign was focused on creating a sense of urgency in our customers and we
ensured that all materials were aligned digitally and physically.
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OUR PRODUCTS

55%

OUTGOING GLOBAL VOLUNTEER

In some universities, we have been able to maintain strong partnerships that have funded students to
go abroad with our program and throughout the whole year we have been represented through by our
members in cultural and volunteering fairs.

WITH

COUNTRY PARTNERS

This year we focused on establishing year-long partnerships with at least one country of each region to
make sure we could offer a variety of countries, as well as high quality experiences to our customers.
With customer centricity being a big focus, we witnessed the evolution of the customer flow, which has
added a stage that focuses on the preparation for the experience only. Our members have put a lot of
effort in delivering the quality standards we promise and we are expecting to see a growth in volunteer
ambassadors upon return.

OF APPROVALS

“It was a great experience to emerge in a different culture, meet individuals from all over the world and learn how to break the language
barriers. I expected the exchange to open my mind, but it also opened
my heart and I will always remember the friendships, adventures and
the smile of every child that welcomed me daily with more warmth
than I ever felt before.”

8%
OF APPROVALS

Denisa Manda

Global Volunteer Exchange Participant in Brazil

WITH

INDONESIA

SALES
EDUCATION
We delivered 15 hours
of sales content to all the
Outgoing Global Volunteer
commission so that they
could promote our program
in the best way possible. We
covered topics such as sales
methodology, follow-up,
handling objections, how to
close a deal and how to use
our processes and platforms
to make everything happen.
This really helped the network gain confidence in doing
physical marketing and developing as leaders.
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INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS

NATIONAL
SUPPORT TEAM

The amount of applicants that
got accepted this year grew
considerably, especially with
our country partners Brazil,
Indonesia, Italy and Morocco. This year we had a team
specialised in International
Relations that engaged our
communication with partners
every week allowing us to develop stronger partnerships.

This year every vice president
in the Outgoing Global Volunteer commission received
a coach from the National
Support Team. This allowed
them to have direct one-onone support, tailored help and
an external point of view to
make strategical decisions.
This proved to be very successful with the Local Committees!

APPROVALS

HIGHLIGHTS

2
0
0

12%
OF APPROVALS
WITH

16%

MOROCCO

OF APPROVALS
WITH

BRAZIL
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OUR PRODUCTS

20%

INCOMING GLOBAL VOLUNTEER
In the second year of running Incoming Global Volunteer, AIESEC UK was able to more than double its
impact through the programme. An old partnership with Camp Kernow, an environmental camp located
in Truro, and new partnerships with First Hand Experiences, a summer camp in Kent, as well as The Felix
Project, a London-based charity, helped us increase our operations.

OF APPROVALS

WITH SPAIN

As an innovative approach to growing the programme, AIESEC UK applied for and received funding from
one of AIESEC’s global partners, Electrolux, who supported the accommodation of thirteen volunteers to
work in London in the winter alongside The Felix Project.

“It was an amazing experience that gave us a great insight into
the younger generation and how important sustainability, the environment and sharing food and resources are to the health and
well being of people and the planet. It has clearly shown me that
food insecurity shouldn’t be an issue here in Europe or elsewhere.
Rome wasn’t built in a day, but if we all work together to prevent
food waste, getting involved for a few hours a week with organizations like the Felix Project, we can bring about significant change.”
Roberto Tedeschi

Italian Global Volunteer Exchange Participant in London

VOLUNTEERS FROM

HIGHLIGHTS
PROJECT “MIND
YOUR FOOD”
Electrolux sponsors AIESEC
Global Volunteer projects related to Sustainable Development Goals “No Hunger” and
“Responsible Consumption
and Production.” AIESEC was
given funding for our “Mind
Your Food” project in which
volunteers worked with London-based charity, The Felix
Project, to collect, package
and redistribute surplus food
to various charities across
London who used the food to
feed the hungry. Volunteers
also went to primary schools
to educate children on how
to consume more responsibly.
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DIFFERENT COUNTRIES
FIRST-EVER LOCAL
MEMBER SALES
For the first time in AIESEC
UK history, a local member,
Denisa Manda from AIESEC
Manchester, raised an Incoming Global Volunteer opportunity. She served as a member
of the Incoming Global Volunteer National Support Team
as a Sales Manager. Through
her role, she was able to
open eight opportunities for
youth to go to Kent over the
summer and volunteer with
a camp called First Hand
Experiences to teach their
campers about sustainability
and the environment.

RE-RAISING WITH
CAMP KERNOW
Camp Kernow has been a
partner since summer 2018
and was eager to continue working with AIESEC
UK. Six opportunities were
opened with Camp Kernow
for youth to go to Truro over
the summer and volunteer
as Environmental Adventure
Assistants. Volunteers lived
in tents on the campgrounds
and assisted in helping enrich
the experience of children at
camp through exciting and
meaningful interactions in the
natural environment.

16%
OF APPROVALS
WITH

2
5

APPROVALS

10

PORTUGAL

20%

OF APPROVALS

WITH GERMANY
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OUR PRODUCTS

10%

OUTGOING GLOBAL TALENT

OF APPROVALS

This year we focused on strengthening the commission and their operational skills. We also sought to
find and understand the value proposition for Global Talent within university campuses. Lastly, we split
Outgoing Global Talent as a product from Global Entrepreneur in terms of planning, operations and evaluation of results.

WITH

INDIA

5%

OF APPROVALS
WITH

SINGAPORE

75

APPROVALS
HIGHLIGHTS
SALES
EDUCATION
We delivered 15 hours of
sales content to all of the
Outgoing Global Talent commission so that they could
promote our programme in
the best way possible. We
covered topics such as sales
methodology, follow-up,
handling objections, how to
close a deal and how to use
our processes and platforms
to make everything happen.
This really helped the network gain confidence in doing
physical marketing and developing as leaders.
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TOP 5
IN EUROPE
This year was about building product champions in
the Outgoing Global Talent
programme and getting the
Local Committees to focus on
their strengths. We wanted to
improve our conversion rates
and improve the number of
people making it to the end
of the funnel. Outgoing Global Talent in the UK has shown
steady growth in 18.19 and
has maintained its place in
the top 5 entities in Europe.

COACHING
MODEL
We established a coaching
model for the VPs within the
commission in which we allocated the best VPs from 2018
as coaches for the 2019
commission. This helped us
provide tailored support to
the VPs and also transferred
knowledge and experience
from one generation to the
next.

“I have been challenged to deal with situations I wasn’t
prepared for and managed to overcome them. It gave me
incredible satisfaction and empowerment. I was given a
responsibility at work to use skills and knowledge I have
learned at university.”
Zuzanna Stepnicka

Global Talent Exchange Participant in India

20%
OF APPROVALS

WITH CHINA
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OUR PRODUCTS

EXCHANGE PARTICIPANTS
FROM

INCOMING GLOBAL TALENT
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This year we focused on growing the sales capacity in our Local Committees and developing local-level
partnerships for our Global Talent programme. Not only did this allow for Local Committees and their
members to develop their own skills and capacity, it also allowed the customer service to be improved on
local level!

20%

DIFFERENT
COUNTRIES

OF APPROVALS
WITH

ASIA PACIFIC

SALES
EDUCATION
During our March conference,
“Extra,” we delivered 15+
hours of sales sessions to our
members. Over the course of
three days we learned about
sales methodoloy, how to follow-up and handle objections
and how to use our various
technology platforms to boost
sales. The sessions were delivered by the national team,
members of the AIESEC
International and alumni. The
conference was a huge success and the members who
attended went home feeling
much more confident in their
ability to conduct sales!
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LOCAL SALES
This year saw local sales being
conducted for the first time
in a few years and our Local
Committees signing Global
Contracts with local partners.
Special mention should go to
our teams in Manchester and
London School of Economics who led the way in local
sales and showcased their
selling abilities to the national
plenary! We’re excited to see
how these partnerships grow
in the upcoming years.

PARTNER
SATISFACTION
This was the year of customer-centricity and our partnership satisfaction reached a
new height. Global, national
and local partners expressed
their delight at the quality of
talent and of serivce provided by the local and national
teams and saw these partnerships growing throughout
the year. Speeding up our
processing times, asking for
and actioning feedback and
organising more social events
and touchpoints with our Exchange Participants is largely responsible for this and
we’re delighted to be taking
so many strong partnerships
forward into the future.

5
6

APPROVALS

HIGHLIGHTS

10%
OF APPROVALS
WITH

THE AMERICAS

“Working at Morgan Stanley Investment Management has give me a new
world of experience. Coming from the USA and being able to work with the
European, Asian, Australia North American and South American teams has
given me invaluable experience. I am so grateful to AIESEC for creating this
unbelievable experience that has not only given me a booster to my CV, but
the experience of a lifetime.”
Mahnvee Deo

American Global Talent Exchange Participant in London

65%

5%

OF APPROVALS
WITH

EUROPE

OF APPROVALS WITH

THE MIDDLE EAST
AND AFRICA
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OUR PRODUCTS

“Living in Brazil was like being in a movie. I was doing
something exciting every
day, whether it was kayaking through a clear blue
lagoon, watching Brazil play
live at the Copa America or
learning a new skill from the
brilliant company I worked
with. The memories I’ve
made will stick with me
forever.”

OUTGOING GLOBAL ENTREPRENEUR

This year we focused on growing the sales capacity in our Local Committees and developing local-level
partnerships for our Global Entrepreneur programme. Not only did this allow for Local Committees and
their members to develop their own skills and capacity, it also allowed the customer service to be improved on local level!

Dylan Bowater

Global Entrepreneur Exchange
Participant in Brazil

20%

15%
OF APPROVALS WITH

OF APPROVALS
WITH

BRAZIL

TURKEY

HIGHLIGHTS

We delivered 15 hours of
sales content to the entire
commission so that they
could promote our product
in the best way possible. We
covered topics such as sales
methodology, follow-up, handling objections, how to close
a deal and how to use our
processes and platforms to
make everything happen. This
really helped the network
gain confidence doing physical marketing and developing
as leaders.
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GOOD CASE
PRACTICES
This year was about building
product champions in Outgoing Global Entrepreneur and
getting the Local Committees
to focus on their strengths.
AIESEC in Nottingham, Edinburgh and Aberdeen found
a strong fit for Global Entrepreneur within their markets
and established good case
practices for the other Local
Committees to follow.

COACHING
MODEL
We established a coaching
model for the VPs within the
commission in which we allocated the best VPs from 2018
as coaches for the 2019
commission. This helped us
provide tailored support to
the VPs and also transferred
knowledge and experience
from one generation to the
next.
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APPROVALS

SALES
EDUCATION

20%

OF APPROVALS
WITH

EGYPT
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“AIESEC has taught me how to believe in myself,
my ideas and my abilities.”

A

Kasey Roualdes

A

Member Committee VP of Incoming Global Volunteer 18.19

CHAPTER
THREE

ACCESS TIER 5

OUR PARTNERS

Access Tier 5 is AIESEC UK’s scheme which sponsors non-EEA graduates to undertake work experience
with UK employers.
It is endorsed by the UK Government’s Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy, as well
as the Home Office and is regulated by the Office of the Immigration Services Commissioner.
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£450K

SPONSORSHIPS

OF REVENUE

As a youth-led charity, we are focused on providing a platform for international youth leadership development, and global youth mobility. In addition to our efforts to increase our ability to source internship
opportunities in British industry, we are proud to say that we have been entrusted to have a Tier 5 GAE
license for almost 10 years. We hold an A rated Tier 5 Government Authorised Exchange Sponsor License, which certifies us to act as an overarching body to issue Certificates of Sponsorship for individuals
who meet our eligibility criteria to apply for a Tier 5 visa to come and experience working, social and cultural life in the UK. Every year we are able to sponsor an increasing number of young graduates and we
have been able to support companies operating in the UK to source the best talent from an ever rising
number of countries.

LOCAL PARTNERS
This year we have seen our UK - driven partnerships strengthen, with a few partners reusing our services
and some new ones joining us. While these partners came to AIESEC to solve all different sorts of needs
their organisations had, what they ended up with was the chance to provide a leadership development
experience to a young person from a variety of nationalities.

NATIONAL PARTNERS

GLOBAL PARTNERS

SOCIAL IMPACT PARTNERS

We are very proud to have worked with many organisations in the past year, some of which are the following:

One of our initiatives was to raise external funding for projects. We applied for sponsorship of our “Mind
Your Food” project from Electrolux, a global partner that funds Global Volunteer projects across the
world that focus on Sustainable Development Goals 2, Zero Hunger, and 12, Responsible Consumption
and Production. Electrolux’s generous sponsorship of this project allowed for thirteen volunteers from
across Europe to come to London for six weeks to work alongside London-based charity, The Felix Project, to collect, package and redistribute surplus food to charities who feed the hungry. Our volunteers
also delivered workshops to children on how to consume more responsibly in order to become “food
heroes.”

THE TEAM

Additionally, we were able to sign a contract with a camp called First Hand Experiences for eight volunteers. This Kent-based camp has had AIESEC volunteers mentoring and supervising their campers while
teaching them about environmental practices. We also continued our work with our oldest Incoming
Global Volunteer partner, Camp Kernow. Camp Kernow, located in Truro, aims to help their campers experience a more natural way of living and discover the natural world. Our volunteers help them achieve
this by serving as “Environmental Adventure Assistants” that support children at camp in leading nature
excursions and activities.

The Access Tier 5 team has been an invaluable addition to the charity. This year we are thankful to have
been joined by Tara Evans who has taken the position of Account Manager. We have also welcomed
Baldev Patel to the team as our Immigration Specialist. We are also excited to shortly be welcoming back
Nadhrah Rafiq to her position as Immigration Specialist in the early part of August 2019.

TARA EVANS
Account Manager

BALDEV PATEL

Immigration Specialist
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"Hosting AIESEC volunteers here at Camp Kernow has been an
incredibly positive and rewarding experience for everyone involved.
The calibre of volunteers has been exceptional and their hard work,
commitment and enthusiasm has enhanced the experience of Camp
Kernow's beneficiaries beyond measure."

NADRAH RAFIQ
Immigration Specialist

CLAIRE COOMBE
Driector & Operations
Manager of Camp
Kernow
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THE 18.19 NATIONAL TEAM

DAVID BOYD

MARIA GRAU

RUTH PATERSON

ANAIS-LUNA BALSELLS

AMGAD ABDELSALAM

TAVI BACALA

PENNIANA VADACHELLUM

KASEY ROUALDES

CHESTER SHUM

BETUL YAZICI

ASHREET SANGOTRA

PARJANYA SARMA

IHOR PAVELKO

CHLOE WONG

NOELLE GUIROLA

REBECCA CLOW

FABRIZIO RIOJA

JAIR CORONEL

Member Committee President

Member Committee Vice
President of Organisational
Development

Member Committee Vice
President of Talent Management

Member Committee Vice
President of Finance

Member Committe Vice
President of Marketing
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THE 19.20 NATIONAL TEAM

REBECCA CLOW

Member Committee Vice
President of Partnership
Development

Member Committee Vice
President of Outgoing Global
Volunteer

Member Committee Vice
President of Incoming Global
Volunteer

Member Committee Vice
President of Outgoing Global
Talent & Entrepreneur

Member Committee Vice
President of Incoming Global
Talent

Member Committee President

Member Committee Vice
President of Organisational
Development

Member Committee Vice
President of Talent Management

Member Committee Vice
President of Finance

Member Committe Vice
President of Marketing

Member Committee Vice
President of Partnership
Development

Member Committee Vice
President of Outgoing Global Volunteer

Member Committee Vice
President of Outgoing Global
Talent & Entrepreneur

Member Committee Vice
President of Incoming Global
Talent
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
BOARD OF TRUSTEES

NATIONAL TEAM

Adrian Sia Lu | Chair of the Board of Directors
			
Neil Calder | Board Director				

David Boyd | Member Committee President
			
Ruth Paterson | Vice President of Organisational
Development
			
Penniana Vadachellum | Vice President of Talent
Management
				
Ashreet Sangotra | Vice President of Finance
			
Noelle Guirola Paganini | Vice President of Marketing
				
Maria Grau | Vice President of Partnership
Development
				
Anaïs-Luna Balsells | Vice President of Outgoing
Global Volunteer
				
Kasey Roualdes | Vice President of Incoming Global
Volunteer
				
Parjanya Sarma | Outgoing Global Talent &
Entrepreneur

Aaron Caplan | Board Director				
Russell Cook | Board Director				
Cristina Galindo | Board Director				
Ian Priestley | Board Director				
Steve Sparrow | Board Director				
Paul Vivash | Board Director

AIESEC FOUNDATION
Steve Keley | Chair
			
Dean Addis | Trustee		
			
Keith Watson | Trustee

Rebecca Clow | Vice President of Incoming Global
Talent

NATIONAL SUPPORT TEAM

LOCAL PRESIDENTS 19.20

Arya Kartha | NST oGT/oGE				

Tatiana Grano Giraldo | Aberdeen				

Delaine Lorio | NST oGT/oGE
Nabawi Mostafa NST oGT/oGE 			

Kelly Chin | Birmingham		
				
Farah Hassan | Bristol				

Florian Nickel | NST oGT/oGE

Aishwarya Parekh | Cardiff				

			

Rahul Singh | NST oGT/oGE				

Lauryn Mwale | Edinburgh

May Wu | NST oGT/oGE 			

Nikola Keska | Glasgow				

Angad Singh | NST iGT

Christina Ng | KCL				

ENTITY CONTROL BOARD

Rory Wade | OCP MAXIS 2018
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Yumian Zhou | Manchester				

Teodor Ispas | Case Officer

Yi Ling Yeoh | Nottingham				

LOCAL PRESIDENTS 18.19

Matthew Roberts | Sheffield				

Renske de Leeuw | Aberdeen				
Daniel Tarleton | Aston		
			
Nelson Tan | Birmingham				

Shah Tasmina Hussain | Cardiff				
Alex Maconald | NST MKT

Muhammad Qasim | City				
Genghis Acconci | Durham				

Gabriel Owusu | OCP EBGo 2019			
		
Shrada Chitlangia | OCP EXTRA 2019			
		
Bilal Ur-Rehman | OCP NSC 2019			
		
Aicha Daneliuc | LCD Manager 				

Chester Shum | NST MKT				

Renske De Leeuw | LCD Manager 			
		
Daniel Tarleton | LCD Manager 				

Laura Fabbri | NST oGV				

Marina Kokkinou | LCD Manager 				

Edward Lee | NST oGV				

Kieran Kwok | LCD Manager 				

Takashi Matsumoto | NST oGV				

Chloe Wong | LCD Manager 				

Dinis Roque | NST oGV				

Raphael Gallo | NST TM 				

Igor Sales | NST oGV				

Magdalena Orlowska | NST TM 				

Marta Wawrznyiak | NST oGV				

Chester Shum | NST TM 				

Jesslyn Yap | NST oGV				

Daniela Vicencio | NST TM 				

Denisa Manda | NST iGV				

SPECIAL THANKS

Maria-Madalina Ifrim | NST Finance			
		
Vivienne Berg | NST MKT				

Jesslyn Yap | NST iGV				

Jessica Andrews | Office Manager				

Emran Arsalan | NST oGT/oGE				

Justin Chung | NST MKT				

Dana Casteels | NST oGT/oGE				

Aicha Daneliuc | NST MKT				
Lucia Del Rio | NST MKT				

Mamdouh Fedouache | NST oGT/oGE			
		
Achrif Houdaj | NST oGT/oGE				

Tara Evans | Access Tier 5 Account Manager		
			
Baldev Patel | Immigration Specialist			
		
Nadhrah Rafiq | Immigration Specialist			
		
Paige Tomlinson | Accountant
			

Teodor Ispas | NST MKT			

Teodor Ispas | NST oGT/oGE

Rory Wade | NST PD				
Khushali Agarwal | NST oGV				
Menna El Mahdi | NST oGV				

Georgie Lane | NST oGV				

Rui Bin Lim | LSE				

Desmond Leung | ECB Chair				

Sophia Shum | Bristol				

NATIONAL SUPPORT TEAM

Marta Wawrzyniak | Leeds				

Mathias Jacobsen | Edinburgh				
Rowena Ng | KCL				
Eugenie John Louis | Leeds				
Xavier Ma | LSE
				
Aicha Daneliuc | Manchester				
Chester Shum | Nottingham				
Lee Chun Xian | Sheffield				
Christine Leung | Southampton				
Kieran Kwok | Strathclyde				
Geyin Lee | UCL
				
Chandra Prakash | Warwick

Mateusz Blazewicz | Southampton			
				
Dax Ko | UCL
				
Iwani Farzana | Warwick

CONFERENCE SPEAKERS

Markéta Grbavčicová | Chair: MAXIS 2018		
			
Nour El Din Hussein | Chair: EBGo 2019			
		
Christian Uloth | Chair: EXTRA 2019			
		
Ankith Abraham | Chair: NSC 2019			
		
Reuben Ayley - Kraft Heinz | Speaker: MAXIS 2018
				
Daniel Conti - Common Room Ventures | Speaker:
MAXIS 2018
				
Omar Fahmi - SPCE | Speaker: MAXIS 2018		
			
Jeremy Gilley - Peace One Day | Speaker: MAXIS
2018
			
Rares Man - Unlocked Graduates | Speaker: MAXIS
2018
				
Dominique Lianos | Speaker: EXTRA 2019			
		
Felipe Morales | Speaker: EXTRA 2019			
		
Aimee Tam | Speaker: EXTRA 2019			
		
Albin Bankuti | Speaker: EBGo 2019			
		
Craig Hamer | Speaker: EBGo 2019			
		
Taher Hussain Khan | Speaker: EBGo 2019		
			
Nick Haines | Speaker: NSC 2019

Miguel Angel Vasquez | Cultural Envoy for Exchange
Development					
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